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Certified Judge Training Goals

Introduction:
The AGS Judging Handbook offers clear procedures for observing crafted, artistic, and raw gourds with the intention of
selecting award winning specimens—an aid for judges and applicants alike. The Judging Handbook does not recommend
categories, entry qualifications, applicant restrictions, award types, or entry fees. Those decisions are at the discretion of
the individual organization hosting a gourd competition event. An organization which chooses to use the AGS Judging
Handbook criteria should publish that they will abide by these guidelines prior to their event. Then it is recommended
that an AGS Certified Judge be solicited as head judge. Organizations may contact the Diane Frankenfield, AGS Judging
Coordinator via itsagourdlife@gmail.com or call her at 336-402-1060.
This class is intended to train you to be a more effective judge of gourds—decorated and raw (undecorated). It should
reinforce and clarify the standardized procedures required of an AGS Certified Judge. When selected to judge, you will
be expected to adhere to the criteria and procedures in the AGS Judging Handbook. We hope you, as a trained judge,
will exercise flexibility, show no favoritism, encourage new artists, avoid negativity towards the artwork or exhibits, give
educational and respectful comments, and exhibit willingness to learn more where your expertise is weak. When asked,
you should translate the judging guidelines as stated, but you are discouraged from creating new rules to fit a situation.
Let the event coordinators make those decisions outside of the range of the judging guidelines.
In this training, you will participate in several activities:
1. A Review of the guidelines in the Handbook,
2. A Mock Judging, a hands-on practice run,
3. A Questions and Answers review showing how well your trainers have done, and
4. Completing the AGS judge training sheet and badging request forms.
Upon completion of training, fill out the Apprentice Judge paperwork to add your name to the judges list that can be
requested by Head Judges. You will need to send your $20 fee to the AGS Judge Coordinator, Diane Frankenfield (see
attached).
If you ever lose your name tag and would like to order another for $20, contact Diane. She will maintain an up-to-date
list of authorized AGS judges available to Head Judges for gourd competitions.
Competition coordinators, either AGS or others, may contact you to ask you to be a judge or find a certified judge for
their gourd competition. We hope you will accept all or most invitations and feel pride in your contributions to improve
the quality of judging in gourd competitions nationwide.
Thank you for participating!
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American Gourd Society Judging Handbook
1. INTRODUCTION
a. The purpose of the AGS shall be directed to the education and instruction of those persons who are
interested in the culture, uses, history, and/or crafting of gourds. Competition at gourd shows should be in
support of this purpose and attractive to the public who are our potential future members.
b. In all competition entries, gourds must predominate. In other words, a gourd or gourd piece(s) must be
obvious as all or part of the entry. No entries are allowed that do not include one or more gourds or gourd
pieces.
c. Intricate or artistic pieces using multiple gourds or techniques covering the gourd should have a photo of the
gourd pieces BEFORE the finish/technique is applied.
d. Competition should be designed to be attractive to beginning or hobbyist gourders, as well as accomplished
artists. Categories and awards should be designed to be inclusive of all of our members.
e. Competition should be for the purpose of encouraging and rewarding gourd growers, crafters and artists.
Winning should be a source of pride, but the competition should foster a sense of accomplishment for all,
not of winners and losers.
f. These guidelines are optional for all AGS chapters and other nonaffiliated organizations. However, if these
guidelines are adopted for a particular competition, the organizing committee may advertise that their
competition will be “in accordance with the standards of the American Gourd Society.”
g. These guidelines should be widely available to all persons who will be entering in the competition. They will
be published in the AGS magazine and available on the AGS website.
h. If the show advertises that they are using these judging standards, they will publish in advance which scoring
option they are using, and any changes to rules.

2. COMPETITION FACILITY
a. The competition should be held in an area separate from other activities of the event or show. This can be a
separate building, a separate room, or an area that is physically and visibly separated from the other
activities.
b. The competition area will have sufficient tables, hangers, and other displays, as appropriate, to ensure the
judges and the public can view all of the entries.
c. Categories in the competition will be clearly marked and divided so the judges and public can see what
gourds are entered in the various categories.
d. To the extent possible, the competition area will be able to be isolated during the judging so no persons
other than the judges and clerks will be present at that time.
e. The competition area will be designed with reasonable security when the event is closed (such as overnight);
however under these guidelines the sponsoring group is not responsible for the safety/security of the
entries.

3. ENTRIES
a. Individuals will place their gourds into competition according to procedures set up by the individual event.
b. Each gourd will have attached (or otherwise kept with it) a tag with the entrant’s name. This tag will be
folded or otherwise obscured so the name is not visible to the judges during the judging portion of the
show.
c. Late entries are at the discretion of the show chair/committee. However, if an entry is accepted after a
particular category has been judged, that category will not be re-judged.
d. A gourd may be entered in only one category/class per show.
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4. JUDGES
Certified judges must be a current member in good standing of the AGS.
If one or more AGS certified judges are available, one of them shall be appointed as the head judge.
Although not necessary under these guidelines, an AGS certified judge lends credibility to the competition and the
appearance that the guidelines will be followed. If no AGS certified judge is available, the show chair shall appoint a
head judge.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Qualifications
Judges should be chosen with experience in both gourds and art.
Judges must be impartial and consistent.
AGS Certified Judges

5. CLERKS
a. Clerks may be anyone, including those with an interest in becoming a judge, whether or not otherwise
trained or certified. Clerks do not assist in judging.
b. Clerks serve the purpose of keeping official records of the judges’ decisions, so should be chosen for their
ability to keep accurate and clear records of the judging.

6. JUDGING AUTHORITY
a. The head judge may be appointed by the president of the chapter or other person in charge of the event.
The head judge will organize and brief the teams, and provide general supervision of the judging
procedures.
b. The decision of awards by a judging team is final. However, if the team decides they want assistance, they
may ask the Head Judge for advice and/or a decision.
c. Once announced, awards and ribbons are final and will not be withdrawn.
d. In case of a clear error, awards will not be withdrawn. However, duplicate awards (such as another first
place ribbon) may be given at the discretion of the head judge in order to correct errors.
e. The head judge shall transmit the results of the judging, as provided by the clerk(s), in written form to the
chair of the show/event and the chair will accept the results without any modification or change.

7. PREJUDGING ACTIVITIES
a. The head judge is responsible for implementing the guidance of the show chair and committee as to the
general approach to awards.
b. The head judge will meet with the judges and clerks in a private area prior to any judging activities. If
possible, the show chair will be invited to attend this meeting to answer any questions and give the judges
the sense of the show’s objectives.
c. The judges will discuss the use of the 1-5 scale. The entire scale should be used; a score of 1 does not imply a
poor piece, just a piece that is less deserving of a high score than others in that group. A score of 5 does not
imply perfection, but a piece that is deserving of a higher score than others in that group.
d. Although not a requirement of these guidelines, it is very strongly suggested that there be several dry runs
judging gourds not in competition. Judges will simulate the real judging process, but will then discuss and
defend their individual scores to the others for the purpose of honing their own scoring and coordinating
their scoring approach with the others.
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e. Judges should be identified with a nametag or other identifying items. AGS certified judges should also
carry/wear appropriate identification. Throughout the show, judges who remain should be reasonably
available to anyone to explain the judging procedures.
f. Judges should have appropriate measuring tools, such as a flashlight, flexible measuring tape and ruler.

8. JUDGING PROCEDURE
a. If possible, the judging team for each category should consist of at least 3 judges (except for a conflict of
interest, see below). The judging teams may be as large as the head judge decides, or smaller if it is not
possible to find enough judges.
b. The judges may be divided into separate teams. Different teams will be assigned different categories to
judge, based on their desires or qualifications, by the head judge.
c. Each judging team will have a clerk assigned for official record keeping. There may be more than one clerk
per team, but only one will be responsible for the official records.
d. When a judge recognizes the work of an artist who is a family member or close friend, or their own work,
they should excuse themselves from that class judging, or ask another team to judge that class.
e. Judges may discuss among themselves any aspect of the entries, and may call upon the head judge for
his/her advice or opinion. Other than those people, no others (including the clerk unless asked) will
participate in the judging discussion.
f. Disqualification
i.
The judging team may disqualify entries if they do not qualify under the description of the category.
Before doing so, they will consult with the head judge, who should normally defer to the judging
team, but may choose to make the final decision. The head judge may decide to move an entry to a
more appropriate category, rather than to disqualify.
ii.
No disqualification will be done without the knowledge and final approval of the head judge in the
competition.
iii.
Before disqualifying an entry, an attempt should be made to find an appropriate category for the
entry to be placed. Once placed, that category may be re-judged. Since the awards have not been
announced at that time, the previous judging of that category is replaced by the new judging.
iv.
If the artist who created the disqualified entry appeals to the head judge (after completion of the
judging) in a timely manner, and the head judge agrees that a clear error was made, then that entry
will be eligible to be reconsidered and perhaps receive a duplicate award.
v.
Other than the requirement that gourds must predominate, nothing will be disqualified from the
“my way” or similar catch-all category unless specific show requirements state otherwise.
g. Considerations while judging:
i.
Be receptive to the unique, the unusual, and the different.
ii.
Keep an open mind; curb your own personal biases.
iii.
View the work up close and at a distance.
iv.
What is the overall impact?
v.
How original is the piece?
vi.
Note how it relates to the category in which it is entered.
vii.
How is it executed?
viii.
Is it appealing?
ix.
Does it contribute to the natural beauty of the gourd?
x.
Be fair, consistent, careful, conscientious and be honest.

9. SCORING
Judges will have scoring sheets and write their scores on each one. Then, they will hand their sheets to the clerk,
who will add the totals, and order the entries from first to last (see results below). Although discussion of the gourd
is completely open and interactive between the judges (and, if they wish, the head judge), scoring is individual. The
clerk will compute the scores; first place to the highest score, second to the second highest and so forth for as many
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places as determined by the show committee. Use the entire range for scoring. Individual scores are not revealed to
the entrants.
If there are specific categories where these scoring guidelines are not appropriate, the competition sponsor (show
chair, show committee, chapter president, etc.) will establish a judging standard for that category, and publish it in
advance so those entering will know how they will be scored. The judges will use that standard (point scale or other
objective method).
The intention of these guidelines is to instill confidence in competitors that their gourds will be consistently and
fairly graded, and know how they will be judged even though they have not participated in a particular show. For
that reason, exceptions to these scoring guidelines should be rare.
a. Scoring Option A (detailed scoring)
i.
Gourd Craft – maximum of 25 points
(a) Originality of design 1-5 points
(b) Quality of craftsmanship and gourd 1-5 points
(c) Creativity and artistry 1-5 points
(d) Color and/or finish, accessories, decorative work 1-5
(e) Appropriate for category 1-5 points
ii.
Grower’s Categories – maximum of 10 points
(a) Cultural perfection, quality, cleanliness and maturity. 1-5 points
(b) Trueness of type and color. 1-5 points
(c) Gourds must have been grown by the exhibitor/entrant.
(d) Gourds must be true to type, mature and clean.
(e) Dried gourds have all the water evaporated leaving a lightweight shell.
(f) For specimen gourds (a specific variety), trueness of type and color must be observed.
Specimen gourds have no indication of excess grooming or training.
(g) Gourds entered in the growers classes are not required to have stems unless specifically
required by the category. If present, stem must be washed with skin and dirt removed from
the crevices, and the end trimmed.
(h) In case of size competition, the above scoring will not apply. For example, the winning gourd
in a “longest dipper” category will be the longest qualifying entry.
(i) In case of matching competition, the above scoring will apply. If, for example, the category is
“three identical apple gourds,” the first points (cultural perfection…) will reflect the degree to
which the gourds are identical.
(j) Assorted gourd groupings must be of various sizes, shapes, and varieties.
(k) Identical gourd groupings must be the same size, shape, color hue, and variety.
(l) Hand trained gourds have been manipulated by hand during growth to achieve a specific
shape.
(m) Freak growth or naturally occurring gourds must have a unique shape that occurred naturally
with no human intervention of any kind (no training, starving, or growth interference).
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b. SCORING OPTION B (SIMPLIFIED SCORES)
Judges will discuss the gourds among their team, and then individually choose the rank order of the entries
(1 for the best, 2 for the next best, so forth). They will identify to the clerk their scores. The clerk will then
add the scores; the lowest score is first place, next lowest score is second place, and so forth (lower scores
are better). For example, if there are three judges, and they all pick the same gourd for first place, the total
for that gourd would be 3. In case of tie, the judges will break the tie by consultation.
Each judge is giving each gourd a single rank-order score. If there are two entries, one gourd will be “1” (for
the judge’s opinion of first place) and the other will be “2” (second place). Remember, the lowest total is the
winner. The top ranked gourds will win first, second, etc. place (as many places as determined by the show
committee).
If there are specific categories where these scoring guidelines are not appropriate, the competition sponsor
(show chair, show committee, chapter president, etc.) will establish a judging standard for that category,
and publish it in advance so those entering will know how they will be scored. The judges will use that
standard (point scale or other objective method).
The intention of these guidelines is to instill confidence in competitors that their gourds will be consistently
and fairly graded, and know how they will be judged even though they have not participated in a particular
show. For that reason, exceptions to these scoring guidelines should be rare.
i.

ii.

Gourd Craft:
(a) 50% Originality: Overall design/theme, craftsmanship, accessories, artistic quality
(b) 50% Workmanship: Neatness and quality, color/finish, balance/scale, overall appearance
(c) If the quality of the gourd used is poor, judges will reduce their rank-order decision for
that gourd as they deem appropriate
Grower’s Categories:
(a) 50% cultural perfection, quality, cleanliness and maturity.
(b) 50% Trueness of type and color.
(c) In case of size competition, subjective scoring will not apply, just the absolute
measurement. For example, the winning gourd in a “longest dipper” category will be the
longest qualifying entry.
(d) In case of matching competition, the above scoring will apply. If, for example, the category
is “three identical apple gourds,” the first points (cultural perfection…) will reflect the
degree to which the gourds are identical.
(e) Gourds must have been grown by the exhibitor/entrant.
(f) Dried gourds have all the water evaporated leaving a lightweight shell.
(g) For specimen gourds (a specific variety), trueness of type and color must be observed.
Specimen gourds have no indication of excess grooming or training.
(h) Gourds entered in the growers classes are not required to have stems unless specifically
required by the category. If present, stem must be washed with skin and dirt removed
from the crevices, and the end trimmed.
(i) One or more categories specifically requiring stems may be established by the
competition, but as a general rule stems are not required.
(j) Gourds must be true to type, mature and clean.
(k) Assorted gourd groupings must be of various sizes, shapes, and varieties.
(l) Identical gourd groupings must be the same size, shape, color hue, and variety.
(m) Hand trained gourds have been manipulated by hand during growth to achieve a specific
shape.
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(n) Freak growth or naturally occurring gourds must have a unique shape that occurred
naturally with no human intervention of any kind (no training, starving, growth
interference).
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c. SCORING OPTION C (VERBAL CONSENSUS)
Judges will discuss the entries as they meet the below guidelines, then by agreement or consensus choose
the winners. They will award first, second, and so forth according to the number of places established by the
show committee.
Although this award selection process is not based on scoring but on mutual discussion, the following
guidelines will be used as a basis for the discussions.
If there are specific categories where these scoring guidelines are not appropriate, the competition sponsor
(show chair, show committee, chapter president, etc.) will establish a judging standard for that category,
and publish it in advance so those entering will know how they will be scored. The judges will use that
standard (point scale or other objective method).
The intention of these guidelines is to instill confidence in competitors that their gourds will be consistently
and fairly graded, and know how they will be judged even though they have not participated in a particular
show. For that reason, exceptions to these scoring guidelines should be rare.
i.

Gourd Craft
(a) Consider originality of design, balanced by quality of the workmanship.
(b) Originality considerations are overall design/theme, craftsmanship, suitability of
accessories, and artistic qualities.
(c) Workmanship considerations are neatness and quality, color/finish, balance/scale, and
overall appearance.
(d) If the quality of the gourd used is poor, judges should rank the gourd lower than they
would otherwise.

i.

Grower’s Categories:
(a) Consider cultural perfection, quality, cleanliness and maturity, balanced with trueness of
type and color
(b) In case of size competition, discussion is basically not necessary, just measurement and
confirmation of the measurement. For example, the winning gourd in a “longest dipper”
category will be the longest qualifying entry.
(c) In case of matching competition, the major consideration is the degree to which the
gourds are identical.
(d) Gourds must have been grown by the exhibitor/entrant.
(e) Dried gourds have all the water evaporated leaving a lightweight shell.
(f) For specimen gourds (a specific variety), trueness of type and color must be observed.
Specimen gourds have no indication of excess grooming or training.
(g) Gourds entered in the growers classes are not required to have stems unless specifically
required by the category. If present, stem must be washed with skin and dirt removed
from the crevices, and the end trimmed.
(h) One or more categories specifically requiring stems may be established by the
competition, but as a general rule stems are not required.
(i) Gourds must be true to type, mature and clean.
(j) Assorted gourd groupings must be of various sizes, shapes, and varieties.
(k) Identical gourd groupings must be the same size, shape, color hue, and variety.
(l) Hand trained gourds have been manipulated by hand during growth to achieve a specific
shape.
(m) Freak growth gourds must have a unique shape that occurred naturally with no human
intervention of any kind (no training, starving, growth interference).
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d. Small Event Option
Judges will be judging independently and individually choose the rank order of the entries (1 for the best, 2
for the next best, so forth). They will turn in their judging sheets to the clerk their scores. The clerk will then
add the scores; the lowest score is first place, next lowest score is second place, and so forth (lower scores
are better). For example, if there are three judges, and they all pick the same gourd for first place, the total
for that gourd would be 3. In case of tie, the judges will break the tie by consultation.
Each judge is giving each gourd a single rank-order score. If there are two entries, one gourd will be “1” (for
the judge’s opinion of first place) and the other will be “2” (second place). Remember, the lowest total is the
winner. The top ranked gourds will win first, second, etc. place (as many places as determined by the show
committee).
If there are specific categories where these scoring guidelines are not appropriate, the competition sponsor
(show chair, show committee, chapter president, etc.) will establish a judging standard for that category,
and publish it in advance so those entering will know how they will be scored. The judges will use that
standard (point scale or other objective method).
The intention of these guidelines is to instill confidence in competitors that their gourds will be consistently
and fairly graded, and know how they will be judged even though they have not participated in a particular
show. For that reason, exceptions to these scoring guidelines should be rare.
i.

ii.

Gourd Craft:
(a) 50% Originality: Overall design/theme, craftsmanship, accessories, artistic quality
(b) 50% Workmanship: Neatness and quality, color/finish, balance/scale, overall appearance
(c) If the quality of the gourd used is poor, judges will reduce their rank-order decision for
that gourd as they deem appropriate
Grower’s Categories:
(a) 50% cultural perfection, quality, cleanliness and maturity.
(b) 50% Trueness of type and color.
(c) In case of size competition, subjective scoring will not apply, just the absolute
measurement. For example, the winning gourd in a “longest dipper” category will be the
longest qualifying entry.
(d) In case of matching competition, the above scoring will apply. If, for example, the category
is “three identical apple gourds,” the first points (cultural perfection…) will reflect the
degree to which the gourds are identical.
(e) Gourds must have been grown by the exhibitor/entrant.
(f) Dried gourds have all the water evaporated leaving a lightweight shell.
(g) For specimen gourds (a specific variety), trueness of type and color must be observed.
Specimen gourds have no indication of excess grooming or training.
(h) Gourds entered in the growers classes are not required to have stems unless specifically
required by the category. If present, stem must be washed with skin and dirt removed
from the crevices, and the end trimmed.
(i) One or more categories specifically requiring stems may be established by the
competition, but as a general rule stems are not required.
(j) Gourds must be true to type, mature and clean.
(k) Assorted gourd groupings must be of various sizes, shapes, and varieties.
(l) Identical gourd groupings must be the same size, shape, color hue, and variety.
(m) Hand trained gourds have been manipulated by hand during growth to achieve a specific
shape.
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(n) Freak growth or naturally occurring gourds must have a unique shape that occurred
naturally with no human intervention of any kind (no training, starving, growth
interference).
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10. INDIVIDUAL CATEGORY AWARDS
a. The show chair/committee will determine the individual categories and classes and the maximum number of
awards (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.) to be given in each categories or class. This information should be published in
advance of the show if possible.
b. Once the clerk has totaled the scores, the clerk will inform the judges of the rank order of the entries. The
top entry will receive the 1st place (usually known as the Blue Ribbon) award, the next entry will receive 2nd
place, etc. If the award is of appropriate design (such as a ribbon or certificate), it will be immediately placed
on/near the winning gourd(s). The name of the winner will be written somewhere on the ribbon/certificate.
c. In case of ties in the score, the judges will confer and decide on a tiebreaker. Duplicate place awards may be
given.
d. The judges are not bound to give out all of the place awards if they feel some entrants are not deserving of
an award.
e. If there are two or more entries in a particular category, a first place winner must be chosen and awarded.
Normally the other entry will receive a second place award.
f. If there is only one entry in a category, the normal procedure is to give that entry a first place award.
However, in exceptional circumstances, if the judges believe the entry does not deserve a first place award,
they will not give an award. The show committee may establish (and must announce in advance) specific
guidelines for this rule.
g. At this time the names of the artists are not revealed, as there may be further awards (such as best of
show).
11. COMBINED/OVERALL AWARDS
a. The show chair/committee may establish, in advance, certain awards that are cross-category (such as best of
class).
b. Once the individual category judging is complete, the judges will consider all the first place winners for any
combined class award. The same scoring scale will be used.
c. Once combined class awards are decided, there may be other special awards (such as best newcomer, best
of show, President’s award, best related to show theme, etc.). These awards are made at the discretion of
the show chair/committee, and are outside the authority of the head judge and the judges.
a. Of course, the decision of these awards may be made by some or all of the same judges at the request
of the show committee. However, when they do so, they are acting outside these guidelines, and are
not bound by them. Their selection process is guided by the show chair/committee.
d. If there is a category that requires gourds to match the theme of the show, the show chair/committee can
do the judging for that category or may assign that duty to the judges.
e. Any AGS-sponsored award may only be awarded if there is an AGS certified judge or AGS elected officer
present and part of the award decision process.

12. WHAT THESE GUIDELINES DO NOT COVER
a. These guidelines are intended to standardize and make public the procedure used to select the award
winners in competition at gourd shows.
b. The following areas are not a part of these guidelines and reside solely with the individual show
chair/committee:
i.
Categories and qualification for entry into each category.
ii.
Selection of what category a particular gourd should/must enter.
iii.
Who may enter the competition.
iv.
Entry acceptance time, place, and procedure.
v.
What the awards are (ribbons, plaques, monetary, other).
vi.
Choosing winners of awards other than individual categories and best of category/class.
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vii.
Decision as to whether competition gourds may be offered for sale while in the display area.
viii.
Decision as to when gourds may be picked up after judging is complete
ix.
Entry fee, if any.
x.
Whether vendors are required to enter gourds.
c. The decision as to whether a gourd may be entered is up to the show chair/committee. For example, some
shows do not permit gourds to be entered in subsequent years, or may have other restrictions. Entry
qualifications are up to the show; the judges will judge what is presented to them.

13. PHOTOGRAPHY
a. Gourds entered in competition are available for photography or sketching by anyone or any
organization.
b. Photographs of the gourds in competition may not be used by anyone for any income or profit
producing activity. Fair use (newsletters, chapter websites) is allowed.

14. MEASURING GOURDS
a. Differentiation between straight and curved/crooked gourd is accomplished by measuring the maximum
above ground clearance of the gourd:

b. The stem is not a part of the measurement. Straight gourds must be 4 inches or less; curved/crooked
gourds are more than 4 inches.
c. A straight gourd is measured from blossom end to stem. The stem is not included in the measurement:

d. Curved/crooked gourds are measured along the center top of the gourd from the blossom end to the
stem:

e. The circumference is measured at the gourd’s widest point, when standing in an upright position:
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f.

The height is measured two ways. The longest measurement applies. First, measure from the blossom
end to the stem protrusion with the gourd’s curvature. Then measure at the highest point when the
gourd sits upright, stem not included:

g. The width is measured at the gourd’s widest point when it sits upright:

h. The longest measurement, with less than 4 inches of curve measurement: The imaginary straight line
runs from the blossom end to the stem protrusion of the gourd, stem not included. The deepest point of
the curve (as defined in section 12.1) may not exceed 4 inches:

i.

Longest Measurement must have no more than 4 inch total curvature. To test this, measure the gourd's
length from blossom end to stem end in a straight line; then measure the gourd's length from stem
center to blossom center, following the natural curvature of the gourd. The difference between the two
measurements cannot exceed 4 inches:
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15. NATURAL MATERIALS
a. At times a category calls for only natural materials. Examples of natural materials are linen or cotton
cords, pine needles, animal or plant parts, and flowers.
b. Examples of non-natural materials are many paints and dyes, glass or plastic, and wires.
c. The show chair/committee may specify overall exceptions for minor amount of non-natural materials
(such as a plastic stand to hold up a gourd, or artificial sinew to bind pine needles), or may make a
decision to allow a particular entry in a category specified as natural (such as a dyed leather piece).
d. If such exceptions are made, they should be in the show program and brought to the attention of the
judges before the judging process. The judges will honor the show chair/committee’s decision.
e. If the category states “substantially” or “predominantly” or some other indication of a majority of
natural materials, then the piece should be at least 90% natural materials.
16. DEFINITIONS
Gourd - The fruit in the Cucurbitaceae family of plants.
Raw gourd - a hollow, dried shell of a fruit in the Cucurbitaceae family of plants.
Current season gourd - A recently harvested gourd which still contains the green coloring and water weight
before it has dried.
Varieties of gourds - The varieties as depicted in the most recent issue of The Gourd that has a variety chart.
Cleaned - A gourd that has had surface dirt and membrane removed via any process such as hand washing,
scrubbing, machine washing.
Carving - Any result of removal of a portion of the shell of a gourd exposing the undersurface. Knives, rotary
tools, gouges, or any other tools may be used for this general result.
Chipping - A type of carving performed with gouging tools to “chip” out a small piece of a gourd at a time.
Woodburning - Marking the surface of a gourd by the use of heat, ordinarily using a woodburner system. Other
possibilities are heated metal tools or torches.
Birdhouse - A gourd prepared so it would reasonably serve as a home for wild birds. It has an appropriate size
hole, drainage holes, and a method of hanging/attaching to a support (such as a tree or post).
Embellishment - Any decorative item, natural or artificial, attached to a gourd for the purpose of improving the
appearance of the work.
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Colored gourd - A gourd whose color has been changed with dye, paint, crayon, pencil, marker, or other
commonly accepted coloring media.
Cut gourd -. A cut gourd is any gourd whose surface has been cut, partially or completely, with a tool such as a
knife, saw, hot woodburning pen, awl, or other implement. The gourd does not have to be cut into two pieces,
just cut completely through the shell.
Gourd basket - A gourd basket is a gourd with either the top cut off and a carrying handle attached, or cut so
part of the gourd remains to act as a handle. The general appearance is a container with a handle for carrying
items.
Gourd bowl - A gourd with the top portion cut off. The general appearance is a container that is intended to sit
still.
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AGS Certified Judge Student Training Program
I.

APPRENTICE JUDGE

Requirement to become an AGS Apprentice Judge
1. Must be a current AGS Member/maintains AGS membership during the Apprentice period.
2. Completes and submits the AGS Certified Judge Application found on the AGS Website.
3. Attends one AGS Judge Training Program led by an AGS Certified Judge/Instructor. After completion of the
training program the participant becomes an apprentice.
4. Participates as a Judge or Clerk at a Gourd Competition at least one time within two years.
a. AGS Chapter Shows that follow the AGS Judging Criteria
b. AGS Chapter Shows that have competitions which are similar to the AGS Judging Criteria.
c. State or County Fairs/Farm Shows with a Gourd Category 5. After completion of the training course and
judging one show the candidate becomes a certified Judge. II.
II.

CERTIFIED JUDGE

Requirements to become an AGS Certified Judge:
1. Maintain membership on the American Gourd Society
2. Completes the four apprentice requirements, the candidate becomes a Certified Judge (Membership,
Application, AGS Judge Training Class, and Serving as Judge or Clerk).
3. If the judge’s AGS membership has lapsed or the judge is unable to maintain their certification, their certification
may be renewed by participating in an AGS Judge Training Program.
4. Maintaining Credentials as a Certified Judge
a. Maintains AGS Membership in the three year renewal period (minor lapses may be overlooked)
b. Judge and/or clerk a minimum of one AGS (or other Gourd) Competitions in the three year renewal
period.
c. Leads or participates as a leader in one educational activity in the three year renewal period.
i. Lead or participate in a “Practice Judging” session.
ii. Teach a “What Judges Look For” class.
iii. Aids in the teaching of an AGS Judge Training Program. AGS Certified Judge Training Program.
iv. Completes an online Judging Refresher course
III.

JUDGE INSTRUCTOR

Requirements to become a Certified Judge Instructor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
IV.

Maintain AGS membership and Certified Judge requirements.
Has served for two or more years as an AGS certified judge.
Has participated as a Judge in at least one Gourd Show in the last two years.
Applies to become an AGS Certified Judge/Instructor.
Has co-led 1 or more AGS Judge Training programs in the last 2 years. All leaders in a session will receive credit

Maintaining Credentials as a Judge Instructor:
1. Report on the judging activities conducted in their AGS Gourd Chapter. One of the leaders should report on the
members attending.
2. Conduct a minimum of one AGS Judge Training/Educational Event every three years. Publicize upcoming
training events in the AGS magazine and AGS website via the AGS Judging Coordinator.
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3. Optional: AGS Judge Instructors are encouraged to write/contribute to an educational article for the AGS
magazine
V.

REPORTING RESPONSIBILITIES
The AGS Judging Coordinator will maintain a database with a record for each judge.
WHO REPORTS?
1. Judges and candidates are responsible for submitting the information listed below to update their record.
2. Chapter Show Chairmen – please provide the Coordinator with a list of the judges, clerks, and head judge who
worked in your competition.
3. Leader of Practice Sessions - please send a list of those judges who participated in your practice session
4. If your state chapter has a record keeper for their judges, sharing the data would also be helpful.
WHAT INFORMATION IS REPORTED?
1. AGS Judge Training Program to include: date, location, leaders, candidates, renewals. Candidate’s membership
expiration date (from their magazine label). Candidate’s email address and home address.
2. Practice Judging session to include: date, location, name of participants
3. “What Judges Look For” program to include: date, location, name of participants
4. Judging/Clerking Gourd Shows to include: date, location, name of participants, name of the show — your role
(clerk, judge, or head judge)
SEND THIS INFORMATION TO:
Diane Frankenfield, AGS Judging Coordinator
itsagourdlife@gmail.com
336-402-1060

VI.

Definitions and Explanations
New trained judges will be titled Apprentice Judge after completing AGS Judge Training Program and receive a
temporary tag that identifies them as apprentices.
When the apprentice has completed serving as a judge or clerk, they become a Certified Judge and receive a
permanent name tag (these are ordered through the AGS program coordinator).
Those who have completed the trainer requirements will be identified as Certified Judge/Instructor.
Achieving and Maintaining Certified Judge Credentials
All certified judges should complete two activities every two years. One of those activities must be serving as a judge
or clerk and the other requirement is to lead or participate in one of the educational activities listed below.
You should also participate in one of these educational activities.
1. Lead or Participate in a “Practice Judging” session. If you are the member of Chapter or Patch with other
judges, you can organize or participate in a mock judging event at one of your meetings. You may do this
as often as you want, but before a Gourd Show would be an ideal time for judges to participate in a
practice judging session. Remember too, that each judge is also a gourd artist and most likely they have
more skill in one area than another. Use these practice sessions to learn from each other.
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2. Teach a “What Judges Look For” class at a Chapter or gourd patch meeting. AGS Judges can obtain credit
by offering a “What Judges Look For” class at a Chapter or Patch meeting. You can hold this class more
than once. In some areas, you want to do this annually.
3. Participate in an online YouTube video judging course that will simulate the judging experience. The
application of the skills of judging (e.g., observation, AGS criteria and procedures) should be
demonstrated. Submit your course outline to the coordinator before filming.
4. Lead or co-lead one or more AGS Judge Training programs in the last two years. AGS Certified Judges
with two or more years of judging experience may apply to become an AGS Certified Judge/Instructor.
AGS Judge Instructors agree to:
1. Lead or co-lead a minimum of one AGS Judge Training Event every three years.
2. Publicize upcoming training events in the AGS magazine and on the AGS website via the AGS Judging
Coordinator.
3. Maintain AGS membership and Certified Judge requirements
4. Optional: AGS Judge Instructors are encouraged to write/contribute to an educational article for the AGS
magazine. Judging Ethics Regardless of the venue of the competition, when selected to judge, you will
be expected to adhere to the criteria and procedures in the AGS Judging Handbook.
We ask that Certified Judges will show no favoritism, avoid negativity towards the artwork or exhibits,
encourage new artists, give educational and respectful comments, and exhibit willingness to continuously learn.
Through application of the AGS criteria, procedures, and your own judging skills, the competitions will identify
the best examples for every category at all shows our judges participate in. Become familiar with the category
rules for the venue where you are judging. Do not make or apply your own rules. If you are unable to apply that
society’s or venue’s definitions or rules, excuse yourself and let another judge handle that category. When
judging, you should not be an advocate for a particular artist or specific technique. If you know the artists or the
artist has explained their technique to you, you must not tell that privileged information to the other judges.
Instead, you should excuse yourself in favor of another judge for that particular category. If you observe
copyright infringement, improper placement, or classwork, quietly speak to the head judge and probably the
competition chairperson for guidance.
Judging Guidelines Handbook Study Notes
Section 1: Introduction





Competitions may choose whether or not to follow the AGS judging guidelines at events with gourd
competitions
AGS Judging Guidelines are published on the AGS website
Shows should publish which of the four (4) scoring options which will be used for judging

Section 2: Judges





Head Judge is appointed from available AGS certified judges
All judges must be impartial and consistent
If used, Clerks must be able to keep clear and accurate records for the judges
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Section 3: Competition Facility




Categories in the competition will be clearly marked and divided so the judges and public can see what
gourds are entered in the various categories
Competition area should be isolated during judging

Section 4: Judging Authority






The decision of awards by a judging team is final.
Once announced, awards and ribbons are final and will not be withdrawn.
In case of a clear error, duplicate awards (such as another first place ribbon) may be given at the
discretion of the head judge in order to correct errors.
The head judge shall transmit the results of the judging to the chair of the show/event and the chair will
accept the results without any modification or change.

Section 5: Prejudging Activities





The head judge will meet with the judges and clerks in a private area prior to any judging activities. The
show chair will be consulted for times and any special awards.
It is very strongly suggested that there be several dry runs judging gourds not in competition to hone
their scoring and coordinating the scoring approach.
Judges should be reasonably available during the show to explain judging procedures both before and
after judging.

Section 6: Judging Procedure










Judging considerations
o Open-minded to the unique, unusual, different; appealing?
o View up-close and from a distance
o Impact, originality, applicability to category, quality of execution
o Contribution to natural beauty of the gourd
o Be fair, consistent and careful
o Be conscientious and honest
Ideal judging team includes a minimum of three judges
Several teams of judges will be used for competitions with many categories to ensure judging is
completed in a timely manner
Ideal judging teams include a clerk to record decisions and discussion. Judges may discuss the class with
each other on the team, with the head judge, or clerk…, but no others.
Judges should excuse themselves from judging a class if they or a family member or close friend has an
entry in that class.
Disqualifications must be discussed with head judge, and moving an entry to the proper class is optional,
but recommended.
The position of Clerk allows individuals who are interested in learning more about judging, but are
typically not involved in the actual judging or discussion about competition pieces. Their skill in accurate
record keeping is of utmost importance.
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Scoring Options
Scoring Option A – Detailed Scoring







Clerks tally scoring sheets from the individual judges on the team and reports the results
Highest score wins 1st place, and so on
Raw and current season gourd category – max is 10 points including cultural perfection, quality, trueness
of type and color
Crafted gourd categories – maximum is 25 points for originality, craftsmanship, creativity, color and/or
finish, accessories, appropriateness for category
Growers division – dried raw gourds: how to evaluate specimens of a specific variety, gourd groupings
and arrangements, and manipulated gourds

Scoring Option B – Simplified Scoring







Clerks tally scoring sheets from the individual judges on the team and reports the results
Lowest score wins 1st place, next lowest is 2nd place and so on
Judges rank order the entries, assigning “1” to their first choice entry, a “2” to their second choice, and
so on
Raw and current season gourd category – 50% cultural perfection, quality; 50% trueness of type and
color
Crafted gourd categories – 50% for originality (craftsmanship, accessories, artistic quality); 50%
workmanship (neatness and quality, color/finish, balance/scale, overall appearance)

Scoring Option C – Verbal Consensus





Judges will discuss the entries based on the following guidelines and then based on consensus award the
1st, 2nd 3rd place winners.
Raw and current season gourd category –cultural perfection, quality, trueness of type and color
Crafted gourd categories –originality, craftsmanship, creativity, color and/or finish, accessories,
appropriateness for category

Small event Option
Occasionally shows have a very small event where all the judges cannot judge at the same time due to other
duties or for teaching classes. This new category allows the clerks to hand out the information sheet with the
scoring options and the judges can stop by and judge on their own.






Judges will review and evaluate the gourds and then individually choose the rank order of the entries (1
for best, 2 for the next and so forth). Judges will individually turn in their scoring sheets for the
categories to the clerk who will then add the judges’ scores once he/she has received all the sheets. The
lowest score is first place, next lowest is second place, and so forth (low scores are better). For example,
if there are three judges and they all pick the same gourd for first place, that total for the gourd would
be 3. In the case of a tie, the judges will break the tie in a consultation.
Raw and current season gourd category – 50% cultural perfection, quality; 50% trueness of type and
color
Crafted categories
o 50% Artistry/Originality: Overall theme/design, craftsmanship, accessories, artistic quality
o 50% Technique/Workmanship: Neatness and quality, color/finish, balance/scale, overall appearance
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Section 7: Awards






Show chair/committee determines and publishes individual categories and classes and maximum
number of awards in each class or category
Clerks tally scores and informs judges of the rank order of the entries; judges will confer in case of tie
scores and decide on a tiebreaker
Ribbons/awards are placed on or with the winning entries
Names of artists not revealed if there are further awards (best of show, etc.) to be selected

Other points to consider



















Show chair/committee may have established certain awards that are cross-category, such as best of
show
Judges will consider all the first place winners for any combined class awards, using same scoring scale
Once combined-class awards are decided, special awards are made. Best newcomer, best of show,
President’s award, best related to show theme, etc. are examples of special awards.
Special awards are outside the authority of the head judge and judges. Show chair/committee may ask
some or all of the judges to determine the winners of these special awards.
Entry rules are set by the show
Entry tags are to be folded so that the name of the submitter is not visible to the judges during the
judging portion of the show
Late entries are not a reason to re-judge a class or category
A gourd may be entered into only one category or class per show
Show chair/committee are to establish the classes, categories and qualification guidelines for entries;
who may enter the competition, acceptance time, place and procedures; award types and quantities;
entry fees; requirements for vendors/other to enter competition
Show chair/committee are responsible for choosing winners of awards other than individual categories
and best of category/class; establishing how and when entries are to be picked-up after the judging is
complete
Gourds entered in competition are available for photography or sketching by anyone or any organization
Photographs of gourds in competition may not be used by anyone for any income or profit producing
activity.
Fair use of photographs of gourds in competition includes newsletters and chapter websites.
Examples of natural materials: linen or cotton cord, pine needles, animal or plant parts, and flowers
Examples of non-natural materials: paints, dyes, glass, plastic, wire
Show chair/committee may state exceptions (such as a plastic stand, artificial sinew to bind pine
needles)
If the category states “substantially” or “predominantly” natural materials, then the piece should be at
least 90% natural materials. (The state organization can have other rules.)
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Mock Judging Skit
A humorous look at what NOT to do when judging!
Characters:
 Martha/Martin Knowsall (judge)
 Susie/Stan Shy (judge)
 Ima/Howlin Meanie (judge)
 Nancy/Norton Newbie (clerk)
Judge Knowsall: Hi, let me introduce myself. My name is Martha (or
Martin) Knowsall. I've judged all kinds of things like cake contests,
table setting competitions, and even a baby beauty contest. I figure
this competition is lucky to have me as a judge.
Judge Shy: Wow.… Okay. My name is Susie (or Stan) Shy. I'm very
impressed by your credentials! If you think my opinion is wrong,
please let me know. I'm willing to go along with whatever the rest of
you think.

POINT: Don't let the strong
personality of one judge
intimidate the others. Each
person's opinion is as valuable
as the others.

Judge Meanie: My name is Ima Meanie. I happened to glance at the
entries earlier today and I've already pretty much made up my mind
about what will and won't win. I have to tell you right away that I
hate "cutesie" stuff and won't vote for anything like that!

POINT: Keep an open mind
and don't allow pre- conceived
likes and dislikes influence
your decisions.

Clerk Newbie: I'm Nancy (or Norton) Newbie. I'll be your clerk since
I've never judged before, so I'm hoping to learn lots from all of you.
Does anyone have a pencil or clipboard I can borrow?

POINT: Be prepared with all
necessary materials before
starting.

Judge Knowsall: Ok, let's get started. We are supposed to judge the
"African Culture" theme. It looks like we have 6 entries.

POINT: Know the category!
When in doubt, clarify
questions with the head judge.

Judge Meanie: Well, right away we have to disqualify this entry. It's
obviously Egyptian and that doesn't fit in this category!
Judge Shy: Err… Isn't Egypt Africa? Oh well, I guess you know best….

Don't disqualify an entry
without a very good reason
and the approval of the head
judge.

Judge Knowsall: Of the 5 entries we have left, I pick this one to be
first place. I love the color, it's my favorite. This other one should be
second and this one third place. Those other two are really awful!
Clerk Newbie: Aren't you supposed to be using these score sheets? I
think you are supposed to give me a score to write down….

Judge Meanie: Yes, I think that's right. So let's give the one Martha
likes 10 points, and just give the rest of them a lower score so they
match with the ribbons we want to give.
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POINT: Use the judging
criteria. Know the scoring
system and apply it fairly.
Resist letting initial
impressions determine the
scoring.

Judge Shy: But, wait a minute - I'm really impressed with this one.
Look at what a beautiful job they did on the painting! And the design
is really unusual and attractive. They even did a wonderful job
cleaning the inside and painting it to match! It really feels like an
African design, too. Don't you think it should at least place?

POINT: Be objective and back
up your opinions with valid
observations.
Whenever possible, offer
positive written comments for
each entry.

Judge Knowsall: Well, I've already made up MY mind. No way I
would ever vote for that one - I know who made it and I can't stand
them! So I'm not voting for it.

POINT: Keep an open mind
and respect the opinions of all
the other judges. Be objective
and don't allow personal
biases to color your decisions.

Clerk Newbie: I agree with Susie, I like that gourd too!
Judge Meanie: Hey, who asked you for your opinion?

POINT: Generally, the clerk
does record keeping only. They
may offer an opinion only if
asked by the judges.

Judge Knowsall: We're just wasting time now. We've got several
more categories to go and we don't have time to be nit-picky and
look at every little detail. I still say we should just give this one first
place.
Judge Meanie: (Picks up gourd) Susie did make a good point about
this gourd – and the one you like doesn't really look very African to
me. Whoops! Almost dropped it!!

POINT: Take your time and do a
thorough job with each
category. Every entry deserves
to be judged on its own merit,
and should always be handled
with care and respect.

Judge Shy: Well, I'm still not sure…
Judge Knowsall: (Big SIGH) Give me a break. If you idiots won't vote
to give the one I like first place, then I'm quitting. Besides, I promised
my friend I would vote for her gourd and she is my transportation
home!

POINT: If you can't be fair, then
you shouldn't be a judge!

Clerk Newbie: Wow, I'm really learning a lot about how to be a
judge!

POINT: What has this clerk
learned? Will she be a good
judge in the future?
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Summary:
Believe it or not, you will encounter some or all of these types of situations. Unfortunately they will not
be so obvious (in most cases). When you get the impression of someone trying to influence the opinions
of others, it will take courage to stick to your guns and verbalize the merits of your decision. The same
goes for favoritism, being rushed, and sloppiness/unpreparedness. Consider notifying the head judge if
the behavior is persistent or “over the top.”
Reminders:







Be open-minded to the unique, unusual, or different. Ask yourself if it is appealing?
View each entry up-close and from a distance
Contemplate the impact, originality, applicability to category, along with the quality of
execution
Always consider the contribution to natural beauty of the gourd
Be fair, consistent and careful
Be conscientious and honest
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SETTING UP A NEW JUDGE TRAINING SESSION
LOCATION
Find a location that has adequate space, parking, lighting, tables and chairs
COMMUNICATION
Get the word out to possible participants as early as possible.
 Call/email local patch leaders and state chapter officers and put course information in the newsletters.
 Notify the AGS Judging Coordinator to place notices in AGS Magazine, AGS Facebook Page, AGS web site.
Include the date, time, location, contact person’s name, phone and email
PRE‐REGISTRATION
 Collect registration information and fees
 Participants MUST be a current AGS member ‐ confirm AGS membership by contacting the Membership
Secretary, Dallas Lunsford at agsmembership@comcast.net.
 AGS judge’s badge with shipping is $20 per person
NOTE: Non‐AGS member must also join before or at the training class and separate membership checks: mail to: AGS,
PO Box 2186, Kokomo, IN 46904‐2186)

PRE‐WORK
Ask students to come prepared:
 AGS Judging Handbook downloaded from AGS website
 AGS Judging Guidelines by Category downloaded from AGS website
OBTAIN TEACHING MATERIALS
Don’t wait to the last minute!




10 days before the class, send names of participants to the AGS Judging Coordinator
The AGS Judging Coordinator will send out class name tags, temporary name badge for each pre‐registered
participant, and the Apprentice Judge Training Program overview.
Sample gourds for mock judging activity

POST‐TRAINING TASKS ─ Wrap‐up




Collect the $20.00 fee for badges and completed application forms – mail to AGS Judging Coordinator
The AGS Judging Coordinator will order official badges based on completion of training (badge + shipping)
The AGS Judging Coordinator will include the names of Instructors and new judges in the master list of
judges and will provide this list to Chapter President and gourd event competition coordinators.
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FOLLOW‐UP



If there is a competition the following the training, you might have a brief post‐judging conference to learn
what else they learned during the competition.
About 2 months after their first clerking/judging opportunity send a follow‐up email with a judging
topic/reminder about something discussed in class

NEXT STEPS


Remind judges that they are responsible for reporting all of their judging activities to the AGS coordinator
in order to receive credit when:
o They participate in mock judging at a Patch or Chapter meeting,
o They serve as a clerk or judge in other shows (this will sharpen their skills).
o They help the instructor in an AGS judging class.
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American Gourd Society Certified Judge Education / Activity Report Form
Thank you for serving as an American Gourd Society (AGS) Judge and leading our society to present ever greater quality gourd artwork and gourds to the public
and to our membership. In order for you to receive credit for your judging activities you need to report them to our AGS Judge Certification Coordinator.
AGS Certified Judge Action Report: Each American Gourd Society Apprentice Judge, Certified Judge, or Instructor Judge should report the completion of an
approved event in order to receive credit and maintain their AGS certification status. If AGS membership has lapsed, please pay dues before sending this report.
If your membership has lapsed more than a year before the event, you must take a refresher course. Please circle the appropriate event at bottom.

Recognized AGS Judging Event
Event Name: _________________________________________________________________ Date: _____________________ State: ________
Name

Competition Clerk
Competition Judge

Email
Phone Number

Initial Judging Course Class
Initial Judging Course Instructor

Accomplishment, Activity, or Education
(select from list below)

Judging Category Guideline Class
Judging Category Guideline Class Instructor

Mock Judging Class
Mock Judging Class Instructor

AGS Membership
Expiration Date

Judging Refresher Class
Judging Refresher Instructor

Name of Judging Chair/Instructor:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Attach this completed report to an email attachment to AGS Judge Coordinator, Diane Frankenfield, to itsagourdlife@gmail.com
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AGS Certified Judge Application
Thank you for showing interest in completing the program to become an American Gourd Society (AGS) judge through
these standardized procedures and requirements.
Becoming Certified
Step 1: To become an AGS Certified Judge is to ensure you are a current member of the American Gourd Society.
Please ensure that your membership is up to date to begin this process.
Step two: Download and read the 1) AGS Judging Handbook, 2) Student Handbook, and 3) Judging Categories
Guidelines PRIOR to attending this class. You can get all of these from the website,
http://www.americangourdsociety.org/judging.html
Step three: Attend one of the many qualified events held in many different states. You start as an Apprentice Judge,
complete another event and then become a Certified Judge. As you complete at the completion of this class, will
receive credentials, and will have your name added to the AGS website list of Apprentice and Certified Judges
qualified to judge AGS-sanctioned gourd competitions. You will have two (2) years to complete the additional
requirement of judging or clerking at an AGS sanctioned competition. The person instructing you at that course is
required to complete the 2018 AGS Judge Training Session form and mail it in. There is no charge for the instruction
itself. This seminar will familiarize you with the AGS Judging Guidelines, provide hands-on judging, and provide
guidance in using AGS standardized criteria. Bring a note paper and pen, a flexible ruler and a small flashlight to
class as well as your reading assignment.
Step four: Complete this form. If you are becoming initially certified, send in the check for $20 for your apprentice judge
class or Certified Judge nametag and postage. Please note that this is the actual cost of the name badge and
engraving and shipping.
Updating your Certification
If you are an Apprentice Judge and have satisfied the requirements for becoming a Certified Judge, check the appropriate
box and send in the $20 for your Certified Judge name tag.
If you are a Certified Judge and have satisfied the requirements for becoming a Certified Judge Instructor, check the
appropriate box and send in the $20 for your new Judge Instructor name tag.
If you have changed your name or lost your name tag, please send in the check made payable to the AGS for $20 to
replace your judge name tag.
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Sponsor Contact person:
PLEASE PRINT NEATLY!

Name (as it should appear on your nametag):
Address

Email:
Phone:

Required:
I am a current member of the American Gourd Society

Check applicable:
I have satisfied the requirements to become an Apprentice Judge
I have satisfied the requirements to become a Certified Judge
I have satisfied the requirements to become a Certified Judge Instructor

I have enclosed a check made payable to the AGS for $20 for my personalized judge name tag

I agree that my contact information may be made available to potential competition planners (optional)
Individuals should follow the instructions below to mail application and check to receive their name tags, or instructors
for judging certification courses can collect individual applications and checks for their class

Send this application and check to:
AGS Judge Certification
Attn: Diane Frankenfield
9097 Deer Hill Road
Belews Creek, NC 27009-9712
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AGS Judging Guidelines by Category
The purpose of this document is to assist AGS Certified Judges when performing their judging duties. It should help you
answer the following questions. What does good look like? What are the expectation differences for Novice,
Intermediate, and Advanced levels? What do experts in a given technique expect to see that demonstrate quality
execution of the skill? Conversely, what are errors that we should be aware of?
We believe these represent a fair and consistent approach to evaluating gourds at AGS Gourd Art Competitions. We
know that no two artists will agree 100% on a set of guidelines — these or any other guidelines. Prior to becoming an
AGS Certified Judge, each of you had different expertise, training, and opinions. Those differences, along with these
guidelines are designed to make for a well-rounded judging team.
This document has been compiled thanks to the efforts of numerous gourd artists and judges with expertise in one or
more gourd art categories. Our deepest thanks go to:
Carving: Bonnie Gibson and Phyllis Sickles
Clay: Kim Bilek and Carrie Rogers
Coiling: Toni Best
Inks, Dyes and Finishes: Judy Richie
Painting: Hellen Martin
Pyrography: Bill Decker
Weaving and Teneriffe: Marianne Barnes and Shelly Fletcher

Judging Carving Categories at Gourd Competitions
Depending on the show, "carving" categories may encompass several different techniques. Typical carving categories
may be separated out in large shows, or lumped together for smaller competitions. Rules vary; some competitions allow
no additional techniques or added colors. Carving techniques should be the predominant feature of gourds entered in
these classes. Other techniques, if allowed, should accent but not overpower the carving.
NOTE to competition chairmen: It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be
allowed above the novice class.
Relief Carving

For basic relief carving, background material is removed around the focal subject, but the focal subject itself is not
carved. Simple geometric shapes and textures are considered basic techniques.
For advanced dimensional carving, the main subject is carved in a sculptural manner. The carving is executed in a
manner that gives an illusion of depth.
Backgrounds areas may be dimensionally carved, rendered as smooth or textured, or as cutout areas. (Some shows may
not allow carvings that pierce the shell.)
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Basic Relief Carving

Advanced Relief Carving

Filigree/Fretwork/Cutwork
Ornamental work in which the design is formed by perforations. The sizes and shapes of the holes may vary, but the
holes are spaced so that they appear as a unified pattern.

Filigree

Fretwork

Chip Carving
Geometric patterns that are carved with hand gouges.

Chip Carving
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Judging Checklist for ALL Carving Categories
It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be allowed above the novice class.
In Carving Categories, carving must predominate
The Gourd
1. Is the gourd appropriate for the carving?
2. Are there thin spots, flaws, or mold markings that detract from the finished project?
3. Is the gourd shell thick enough to be appropriate for the carving?

Neatness
1. Are areas carved cleanly without obvious errors, patches, or tool marks?
2. Has the carving been sanded or smoothed so there are no unintended rough edges that distract from the
carving?

Presentation and Design
1. Is the carving placed on the gourd in an attractive manner? Does it catch your eye?
2. When pyrography, painting or other embellishments are permitted, they are not judged as separate techniques.
Only the carving should be judged.
3. The judge should consider these added elements only when scoring for overall appearance.

Details matter
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the gourd sit well without danger of tipping over?
If opened, is the inside of the gourd clean and neat?
Has an appropriate finish been applied?
Do added techniques or embellishments add to the carving, or do they take away from the appearance?

Skill and Artistry
1. Carving skill should be noted - how well has a piece been carved, and what is the level of difficulty?
2. Has the artist used a fresh approach, or is the piece lacking in originality?

Checklist for Relief Carving:
For basic relief carvings:
1. Is the background texture neat and even?
2. Are borders or edges clean, even and smoothed?
3. Are simple geometric shapes such as ripples, basketry, etc. smooth, even, and without roughness or "fuzzy"
areas?
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For advanced, dimensional carvings:
1. Are proportions and shapes of the subject matter correct?
2. If it is a subject from nature, it should be anatomically correct.
3. If it is a man-made object, the proportions and perspective should be correct.
4. Are items "layered" correctly - (i.e. does the background appear to be behind the subject?) A good example will
give the impression of depth even when the gourd is not really thick.
5. How complex is the design and carving? Well done complex or extensive carvings should be scored higher than
basic carvings.

Checklist for Filigree/Fretwork/Cutwork:
1. Are the holes neat and clean without ragged edges?
2. Are borders clean and sharp?
3. On carvings where the skin has been removed, is the exposed surface sanded smooth and have an overall neat
and clean appearance, without any obvious tool marks or irregularities?
4. Hole sizes may vary in size and shape, but should be spaced evenly without huge variations in distances from
one another.
5. "Bridges" between holes should be structurally sound.
6. Cut edges should be either completely natural, or completely painted. You should not see evidence of overspray
or paint drips within the holes.

Checklist for Chip Carving:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is the design laid out in a neat and evenly spaced manner?
Are the cuts neat, clean, and carved to an even depth and size throughout the design?
Are there "chipouts" - unintended cuts, or inadvertent tool marks?
Judging Clay on Gourds
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Judging Clay on Gourds
Sculpture principles and practices apply when working on gourds, just as any other sculpture project. Sculpture is taking
an idea from your head to your hands and making it in 3D. The "Clay on Gourds" category encompasses any type of airdry clay, oven baked clay, or epoxy clay.

Above: Examples of Advanced/Master Sculpting. Bas relief or three dimensional additions of sculptured clay bring the
gourd to life. Painting or other finishes should complement the clay sculpture.

Above: Example of an Intermediate piece. The elements are hand formed and not merely molded or stamped out like a
cookie cutter. The paint job is clean, and adds to the design of the piece.
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Examples of Novice clay work. Pieces may be molded or stamped, decoration is much simpler.

Checklist for Clay on Gourd Categories




It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be allowed above the
novice class.
In Clay/Sculpture Categories, use of clay must predominate
Every show is different and has different criteria. If all levels are judged in one class, overall form and balance,
eye appeal and how well done the piece is should be considered. Intricateness and detailing of the piece is
critical, especially in Advanced/Master classes.

The Gourd
1. Does the gourd appear thin or solid enough to accommodate the weight of the clay?
2. Has the inside been cleaned, sealed and finished?

Neatness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Does clay have rough edges?
Are there fingerprints in the clay or random bits of clay stuck to the gourd in unintended locations?
Is there debris in the clay that is not part of the design?
Are joints where handles or other pieces attached smooth and neatly finished?
Are there unintentional cracks in the clay that are not part of the design?
Is the painting complete, or are there areas left that should have been painted?
Is there paint on the body of the piece that shouldn’t be there making it look sloppy?
How well are the clay pieces formed?
Do glues and adhesives show in the finished piece?
Sloppiness should be penalized, especially in master/advanced classes.

Presentation and Design
1. Is the composition (the arrangement of forms, lines, values, and other elements into a design) attractive to the
eye?
2. Does the gourd sit well, or does it lean or want to fall sideways?
3. Do added techniques or embellishments detract from the piece?
4. If it is a “functional” piece, has it been properly finished for that use? Is it structurally sound as a “useable”
piece?
5. Are the clay pieces in proportion?
6. If it is a low or bas relief, does it appear to have depth?
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Skill and Artistry
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Is it an original work? Is this a fresh approach to what you have encountered before?
Is it a class piece? (Class pieces should score lower on the originality scale.)
Does it look like it was made with a cookie cutter or mold?
What level of artistic complexity is it?
Will the gourd structurally hold together with the weight of the clay and the weighted bottom?
Is the piece believable when you look at it? Is it something that looks natural to the gourd, or in nature?
If perspective is used, is it correct?
Is the clay work technically sound? Are the clay pieces thick enough, or do they appear too fragile?
Does the finish give the desired effect and enhance the piece? Painting and faux finishes are acceptable on clay
pieces.
10. Can you see the armatures (wire, dowels, and other supports may be used for construction. They should be
covered in the finished form.)?
11. Does the gourd sit securely (in the stand, if one was provided) without sliding or tipping? A stand should not
distract from the piece.
12. Has the ballast (weight on inside bottom) i.e. clay, resin, been finished off neatly and match the inside finish?

Glossary:
Armatures: used to support the weight of the clay, not to form the contours of a figure.
Bas Relief (or low relief): A form of sculpture in which figures project only slightly from the background. Composition:
Arrangement of forms and lines, values, and other elements into a design.
Faux Finish: A decorative painted finish. These include but not limited to: stippling, distressing, aging, gilding, glazing,
marbling, and crackling.
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Judging Coiling on Gourds
Coiling is a basketry technique that involves the use of a core and a binder material for wrapping and/or stitching the
core material to the gourd or a previous row of coiling. Core material could be from a variety of materials such as pine
needles, philodendron sheaths, long grass, bark strips, cotton clothesline, paper rush or Danish Cord. Binder materials
most commonly used are artificial sinew, waxed linen, embroidery floss and raffia.
Open Coiling



The core of open coiling is exposed and materials such as pine needles, horsehair, Danish cord or plant fibers
work well.
Pine needles with or without their fascicles (tips), long grasses and other coiling materials can be bound with
decorative stitches of varying degrees of complexity.

Closed Coiling



The core of closed coiling is NOT exposed.
A simple or complex design may be incorporated into the wrapping.

Floating Coils


Coils may float not attach to the previous coil.

Stitches



Below are a few examples – there are endless variations in stitches
Some pieces may take a “Sampler” approach and include a variety of stitches

Examples of stitches (from simple to complex):
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Checklist for All Coiling Categories (Pine Needle, Open Coiling, Closed Coiling)
It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be allowed above the novice class.
In Coiling Category, coiling must predominate; a portion of the gourd must show.

The Gourd
1. Are the holes dyed to match the gourd’s color? (they should not be white)
2. Is the spacing between holes uniform? (It should be, unless it is a specific part of the pattern)

Stitching
1. Is the placement of stitches uniform, evenly spaced?
2. Is the stitching in the coil neat? (sometimes the spacing is uneven on the floater, or stitches aren't neat, or
thread is overlapped)
3. Are the stitches tight? (they should not be able to be moved)
4. What is the complexity of stitches? (time involved and complexity should be taken into consideration)
5. Is the stitching on the inside of the gourd as neat as that on the outside?
6. If a stitch was added or decreased, was it spaced evenly?
7. Are there visible knots?

Stitching Material
1. Do you see scuff marks on the gourd surface from waxed linen due to excess wax? (it should have been removed
with the use of a hair dryer)
2. Was the raffia split it so that the size of the weaver is consistent?
3. Has the artificial sinew weaver split or are there feathers or thin threads on the sides?
4. As long as the stitching is neat, it should not matter what binder material is used.

Coils
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Are the coils uniform in size?
Are the pine needles in the coil twisted? (they should not be twisted)
Are the ends of pine needles sticking out of the coil? (they should not, unless it is part of the design)
Pine needle handle should be able to be held and handled without ends sticking into handler.
Is the beginning of the coil hidden or covered with the following coil? (it should be)
Is the ending of coil abrupt? (it should not be. The coil, including pine needles, should be feathered so it does
not suddenly stop.

Fascicle (pine needles with tips)
1. Is the design using the fascicles (tips) neat?
2. Is the length of fascicles (tips) consistent?
3. Are the fascicles on the side of the coil so that they can be seen? (fascicles should not be hidden on the top of
the coils) **Note: These points do not apply to pine needle coiling without tips

Closed Coil
1. Is the core of coil visible in a closed coil? (it should not be)
2. If a pattern is used for the closed coil design, is it consistent?
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3. Is the wrapping of the coil neat and consistent? (the wrapping material should not overlap itself)

Lids
1. If there is a lid, does it fit firmly into the basket? (it should fit well)
2. If there are stitches on the lid, do they match that of the basket? (they should unless variation is part of the
design)

Finish
1. This is a matter of personal preference among coilers.
2. If a spray finish is done, are there drips which would detract from the weaving?
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Checklist for Judging Use of Dyes, Inks and Finishes
Competitions do not have a “Dyes, Inks, and Finishes” category, but artists often apply them to their art work making
them part of the overall work being judged.

Dyes and Inks Used As a Solid Color
1. Is the color uniform with no overlapping marks or runs?
2. Are brush or applicator marks showing?

Dyes and Inks Used to Paint a Design
1. Is the dye or ink contained within wood burned lines*? (woodburned lines are not a requirement, but when
woodburning and dyes/inks used together the color should stay within the lines for a neat appearance)
2. Are areas not dyed free of any smudges or spots of dye?
Beginner Division – One or two spots of uneven application or smudge may be forgiven.
Intermediate and Advanced Divisions – By this level the artist should not have any uneven applications of color
or color application out of a designated area.

Presentation and Design
1. The use of the dyes or inks to create a marbled or mottled design created by the dots, shaped, and intentional
runs, that are the result of alcohol on alcohol reactions.
2. Is the design created pleasing to the eye?
3. Do the colors used should complement each other?
4. If part of the gourd is left natural, is it free of any smudges of dye or ink?
Beginner Division – Beginners normally haven’t developed a sense of design, so should not be judged down in
points if the design is not as pleasing to the eye.
Intermediate – Should be able to create a nice design with the resulting marbling or dye reactions of this technique.
Advanced – The artist should have created a very nice design and composition with the colors and dots/shapes
created by this technique and be very creative.

If Dyes or Inks Were Used to Color the Inside the Gourd


Does the color complement the surface design and not detract or overpower the artwork?

Clear Finishes – Water. Alcohol and Oil Based
 Is the finish smooth and neat with no sagging of finish or runs?
 Is there lint, dust specks or grit on the finish?
 Does the glossy or satin finish complement the style of the gourd?
 Was the finish evenly applied with no missed areas?
 Does the surface feel very smooth?
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Judging Painting with Acrylic Paints or Colored Pencils on Gourds
Some competitions may not have a “painting” category. The actual technique of “painting” will be incorporated within
other categories where the artists applied their painting techniques. These categories could be, but not limited to,
carvings, birdhouses, bird feeders, dolls, holiday, international, miniature, mixed media, my idea, southwest/Native
American inspired, containers, wall hangings, or wearable.
The style and condition of the gourd plays an important part how the finished piece appears. Unless the artist
incorporates the gourd’s imperfections (dents, bumps, etc.) within their painting, it will distract from the completed
piece and not be a quality piece.
Painting with either acrylic paints or colored pencils are broken down on the same levels: beginner, intermediate, and
advance. No matter what their level is, there should be no ridges within their painting, colors should complement each
other … pleasant to the eye and evenly painted/penciled. The design should be placed properly on the gourd.
Beginner – Artist generally use the “colored book” technique. This is where the artist will use only one color for
one area and another color for other areas. There is no shading or highlighting to add interest to their piece. The
colored pencil lines will be noticeable.
Intermediate – Artist adds shading and highlighting (where appropriate) but not at an advanced level. The
colored pencil piece should appear painted. The pieces are nice, but do not have the detail of the advanced
level.

Acrylic Painted

Colored Penciled

Advanced – Artist adds several levels of shading and highlighting (where appropriate). The colors should be
blended into the adjoining color. Their piece should have interest, focal point(s), and illusion of depth. The
colored pencil piece should appear painted.

Acrylic Painted

Colored Penciled
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Checklist for Painting Categories
It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be allowed above the novice class.
In Painting, Colored Pencil Painting Categories, painting must predominate

The Gourd
1. Is the gourd appropriate for the design?
2. Are there thin spots, flaws, or mold markings that detract from the finished piece?

Neatness
1. Is the piece painted/colored without obvious errors, not smooth?
2. Can you see the gourd under the painting where the painting is otherwise opaque?

Presentation and Design
1. Is the design placed on the gourd in an attractive manner?

Detail Matters
2.
3.
4.
5.

Does the gourd sit well without danger of tipping over?
If opened, is the inside of the gourd clean and neat?
Has an appropriate finish been applied?
Do added techniques or embellishments add to the overall piece, or do they take away from the appearance?

Skill and Artistry
1.
2.
3.
4.

How well has the piece been painted/colored penciled?
What is the level of difficulty?
Has the artist used a fresh approach?
Is the piece lacking originality?

Checklist for Acrylic Painting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Is the painting neat and smooth?
Are the edges of the painting jagged?
Do the colors complement each other?
Does the piece have various colors to give it depth and bring out highlighted areas?
Are the colors blended into the adjoining colors?
How complex is the design and painting? Well-done, complex and extensive painting (shading and highlighting)
should be scored higher than work with less detail and complexity.

Checklist for Colored Pencil Painting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Is the penciling neat and smooth?
Are the edges of the penciling jagged?
Do the colors complement each other?
Do you see the individual pencil marks of the colored pencils?
Does the piece have various colors to give it depth and bring out highlighted areas?
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6. Are the colors blended into the adjoining colors?
7. How complex is the design and penciling? Well-done, complex and extensive penciling (shading and
highlighting) should be scored higher than work with less detail and complexity.
8. Does the penciling have a painted appearance?
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Pyrography Judging at Gourd Competitions
Pyrography by definition is the art of burning a surface with some type of heated tool or fire. Typically with gourd art,
the tool is a variable temperature burner with wire tips, or a solid point burner without temperature controls. Torches
and other heated objects may be used.
Typical pyrography categories are:
1. Wood burned only, whole or cut, clear finish
2. Wood burned plus ink, dye, or stain, whole or cut, clear finish.
Of course, variations of these basic categories can be made depending on the decisions of the show committee, and
written in their Show Book.

Burning techniques
The burning techniques consist of three basic styles; line, shading and stippling. There isn’t a right or wrong way of doing
pyrography, however as in any type of art, there are certain guidelines that create a more appealing end result.
Examples of Good, Better, Best

Good

Better

Best

Checklist for Pyrography Categories
It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be allowed above the novice class.
In Pyrography Categories, pyrography must predominate Pyrography Based on Patterns.
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The gourd on the left was entered in the Open/Intermediate level in a 2012 Gourd Show, but it is not original art. The
center and left are the orginal pattern from The Great Book of Woodburning by Lora Irish (2006)

The Gourd
Is the gourd appropriate for the project?
Are there flaws or mold markings that detract from the finished project?

Neatness
1. Are areas burned cleanly without obvious errors such as hot spots, scorch marks, uneven thickness of lines, uneven
shading and color?

Presentation and Design
Is the pyrography placed on the gourd in an attractive manner?
Has the artist used lights, darks and mid-tones, combined with soft and hard edges to create the illusion of depth and
perspective and overall composition?
The judge should consider all these factors when scoring for overall appearance.

Details Matter
Does the gourd sit well without danger of tipping over?
If opened, is the inside of the gourd clean and neat?
Has an appropriate finish been applied?
If color has been added does it add to the pyrography or take away from the overall appearance?

Skill and Artistry
The skill of the artist should be noted. How well has a piece been burned and what is the level of difficulty?
Has the artist used a fresh approach or is the piece lacking in originality?
It should be remembered that unconventional methods can often achieve extraordinary results.
Be open minded and don’t let personal preference overly influence your judging.
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Judging Weaving Categories at Gourd Competitions
Weaving techniques include Tenerife, but not coiling, kumihimo or braiding. Weaving has many different techniques
from simple to complex. Weaving should be the predominate feature, even if the gourd itself is decorated. A gourd
basket can have a handle or not. It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not
be allowed above the novice class.

Basket Weaving Basics
Under/Over Weaving
For basic weaving a simple over one, under one pattern using one or more than one material, but only this one
technique with one weaver only. More than one color can be used.

For more advanced weaving, an advanced technique should be added, like a twill. This is where you go over and under
different numbers of spokes and it creates a pattern. For example: over one, under three, over two. This requires the
participant to know how many spokes to use and how to keep the pattern through the basket.

Twine Weaving
For basic twinning a simple twist around each spoke with two different pieces of round material. More than one color
and materials can be used and, depending on the number of spokes, a design can be created.
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For an advanced twinning technique the participant should know how many spokes to use to create a definite design
and the placement of colors to create the design. Also different techniques can be combined in one gourd weaving.

Shaping the weaving
Basic shaping can be an undulating moving such as the following picture, using basic weaving techniques. This is not
hard to do, but can add a different look to the basket.

An advanced shaping would be a planned shaping of the weaving and would look more symmetrical whether you are
using a basic or advanced weaving technique.
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Teneriffe Weaving Basics
1. Teneriffe weaving is created in a circular manner around a center and has two parts.
a. The warp which is the framework or loom created on the gourd and requires the use of a strong thread
material which can hold tension.
b. The weft which is the fiber used to create the design across the warp and can be many different fibers
since no tension is required on the weft threads.
2. Many weaving materials can be used
a. The warp on teneriffe is usually waxed linen thread or sinew.
b. The weft can be created using waxed linen, sinew, raffia, yarns, embroidery thread or any other
decorative threads which can be inserted through a needle.

Types of Teneriffe Weaving
1. Traditional Teneriffe Weaving – The traditional teneriffe design is done across a symmetrical opening in the
gourd which is usually a circle, oval or diamond. Inside that opening, a pattern is followed which creates a
symmetrical design.
a. The holes holding the warp should be evenly spaced and the warp threads tightly strung so they don’t
sag.
b. The weft threads should be evenly woven/placed but not pulled tight so that the warp threads are
pulled out of alignment.

These are two examples of good warp and weft on traditional teneriffe.
2. Freestyle Teneriffe Weaving – Some of the same principles apply as in the traditional style. The warp may be
across an opening cut into the gourd or it may be done across the surface of the gourd.
a. Generally, a symmetrical shape is chosen for the warp and the holes holding the warp should be evenly
spaced.
b. However, a prescribed pattern is not followed for the weft and a weaving design is created which need
not be symmetrical.
c. As in traditional, the warp threads should be snug and the weft threads should be evenly woven/placed.
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Here are two examples of freestyle teneriffe.

Checklist for Weaving and Teneriffe Categories
It is recommended that the use of commercial patterns and class projects should not be allowed above the novice class.
In Weaving Categories, weaving must predominate

The Gourd
1. Is the gourd appropriate for the weaving – correct width to hold the weaving
a. Is it excessively top heavy for the gourd?
b. Is the weaving disproportionately small for the diameter of the gourd?
c. Does the gourd go with the weaving?
2. Is the gourd appropriate for the type of weaving - whether the holes are on the side of the gourd or on the top?
a. From the top: Do the spokes come through the side of the gourd and had to be repaired?
b. From the side: did the gourd crack and had to be repaired?
3. Are the holes drilled in a neat manner and evenly spaced?
4. Does the gourd stand straight (on its own or when put on a base)?
5. If left natural, is the gourd neat?
a. Inside of gourd clean and sanded smooth?
b. Outside of gourd clean and polished smooth?
c. Is the blossom end clean and neat?

Neatness of Weaving
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is the weaving free of hanging fibers or fuzzy-looking materials? Does it look neat?
Are all stray materials trimmed outside and inside?
Is the reed or other material lying flat inside (not sticking out)?
Is the tension too tight, too loose, or inconsistent?
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Neatness of Stitching (Teneriffe)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Do the stitches appear to have even tension?
Are there an adequate number of stitches to hold the fiber in place?
Are there any areas where stitches are too loose or uneven?
Are the knots or color transitions (as in adding new threads) invisible when viewing the weaving?
Do the weaving fibers and the binders (stitching threads) chosen compliment each other?

Presentation and Design
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Does the weaving work with the gourd (form, shape, color)
Is the weaving enhancing the gourd, or just woven for the sake of weaving?
Does it contain properties of a good weaving?
Does the overall appearance of the gourd and the weaving look good together?
Do any embellishments added compliment the weaving style and not detract from the overall appearance and
theme of the gourd?
6. Is the weaving creative and imaginative? (more for advanced category)
7. Have appropriate materials been chosen?
a. Do the fibers and binders complement each other?

Details Matter
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is the overall weaving level, or leaning slightly to one side?
Do the embellishments work with or take away from the weaving?
Are there mistakes within the weaving?
Has an appropriate finish been added to gourd?

It is important that the judge is familiar with weaving. Someone who is not familiar will not spot mistakes in the
weaving. If possible have at least one judge who is an advanced weaver or very familiar with weaving techniques.
Sometimes techniques loo
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Open Book Exam
Instructions:
Answer the questions and then go to the Handbook and find the ‘rule’ that applies. Write the rule number next to the
question” (such as 5.a) if it was about having a dry run of the judging ahead of the official judging event.
An organization publishes that they are holding a gourd competition and that it is using the standardized guidelines in
the AGS Judging Handbook.
1. If a competition uses the AGS standards, may they change any rules?
a. No
b. Yes, any of them, if announced ahead of time
2. How does a person become an AGS Certified Judge?
a. Fill out appropriate paperwork and mail a fee to the AGS
b. Participate in and complete an AGS Certified Judge Training
c. Both a and b.
3. Must an AGS Certified Judge be present for a Show to operate under the AGS Judging Guidelines?
a. Yes
b. No, but if one or more Certified Judges are present, an AGS Certified Judge must be the head judge
4. Are clerks involved in selecting the award winners?
a. Yes, they have a vote as do the judges on the team
b. No, and they may not participate in deliberations
c. No, unless the judges ask them a question
5. Once an award is announced, may it later be withdrawn?
a. No, but the head judge may award a duplicate in case of error
b. Yes, upon joint approval of head judge and show chair
c. Yes, but only in the case of a clear error
6. Who makes the final decision as to awards?
a. The head judge
b. The judging team
c. Normally the judging team, but they may ask the head judge for advice or a decision
d. The head judge in consultation with the show chair
7. Under the AGS judging guidelines, must every entry in the show include a gourd or gourd parts?
a. Yes
b. No, gourd art, such as photography or drawings, is allowed
8. How are entries disqualified by the judges?
a. Judges are not allowed to disqualify entries
b. Judging teams may disqualify entries on their own
c. Judging teams may disqualify entries after approval of the head judge, who may or may not choose to
make the decision
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9. If a gourd considered for disqualification is instead moved to another category that has already been judged, can
the category be re-judged, or are the awards already final?
a. The new gourd can only be considered for duplicate awards, since awards are final
b. Since awards have not yet been announced, they are not final, and the entire category should be rejudged
10. Scoring options A and B are numerically based. In case of ties, what happens?
a. Duplicate prizes are automatically awarded
b. The clerk will determine which gourd received more high grades
c. The judging team will break the tie by a discussion; duplicate place awards may be given
11. For scoring options A and B (numerically based), are deviations allowed from the scoring method?
a. No
b. Yes, at the discretion of the judges
c. Yes, if announced in advance by the show committee. Such exceptions should be rare
12. Must all place awards as announced by the show be awarded (for example, if there are three entries, and the
show is awarding 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place, must all three awards be given)?
a. Yes
b. No
13. If there is only one entry in a category, must that entry be awarded the 1st place award?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Maybe. This is rule 7.6, which states that normally the answer is yes unless in exceptional circumstances
the gourd does not deserve a 1st place. However, the show committee may establish different rules
14. How is the height of a gourd measured?
a. From the blossom end to the stem protrusion, following the gourd’s curvature
b. To the highest point when the gourd sits on a surface, stem not included
c. Measure as in both a and b, then the longest measurement applies
15. If a category specifies "all natural materials" must 100% of the materials be natural?
a. Yes
b. No; the category may allow for exceptions as announced by the show
16. May a gourd be entered in competition if it has been entered in the past?
a. Yes
b. No
c. That is a decision of the show committee. Judges will judge what is presented to them
17. Are decisions on major awards (such as best of show, best show theme, best newcomer) made by the same
judging teams?
a. Yes
b. No
c. No; the show committee makes them, and has the option of asking the judging teams to participate or
make the decision
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18. In a gourd craft category, if the quality of the gourd used is poor, judges should rank the gourd entry lower than
they would otherwise. Is this true?
a. Yes
b. No
19. When measuring the height or length of a gourd, is the stem ever included in the measurement?
a. Yes
b. No
20. May a visitor to the gourd competition take photos or sketches of the entries?
a. Yes, for any purpose
b. No
c. Yes, but not for a profit-producing activity
21. What is required for the awarding of an AGS-sponsored award?
a. An AGS Certified Judge or AGS officer to be part of the decision process
b. An AGS Certified Judge or AGS officer to be present
c. Both a and b
22. Which are qualities of a good judge? Choose all that apply.
a. Ability to remain impartial and fair
b. Willingness to keep the judging deliberations confidential
c. Ability to work graciously with other judges and consider differing opinions
d. Willingness to eat a raw gourd
e. Only a, b, and c
23. What does the Apprentice Judge need to do become a Certified Judge?
a. Participate in two practice judging sessions with Certified Judges
b. Participate as a Clerk at a Gourd Show
c. Participate as a Judge at a Gourd Show
d. Successfully completes a Final Exam
24. Which of the following are examples of workmanship defects? Choose all that apply.
a. Pencil marks are visible
b. Excess glue is visible
c. Stem or blossom-end of gourd are dirty
d. Varnish or color runs are evident
25. According to the AGS Judging Handbook what is the recommended size of a judging team?
a. A minimum of three judges and one clerk
b. One judge and one clerk
c. The handbook does not state a recommended size of a judging team
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Appendix A: Gourd Identification Charts
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Appendix B: The Making of the AGS Judging Handbook

It all started when Bill Lanning approached former AGS President Bob James at a gourd show and
suggested we should have judging standards and trained judges. It was mentioned in our
publication, The Gourd Magazine, that we needed volunteers to start such a project. Not long after
that, an AGS committee composed of those who volunteered was formed and charged with the
responsibility of submitting a draft set of judging standards.
The committee consisted of Barbara Nelson, Pat Patterson, Janet Barnett, Merilou Jenkins, Judy Richie, and Leigh
Adams. After a lot of hard work, Chapter Presidents reviewed the materials and then they submitted a draft in 2007.
Then all of AGS members were invited to participate. The draft was posted on the AGS website. Many busy months were
spent discussing and debating the details of every point, and as important points were discussed, we'd take votes to
confirm agreement with the decisions. When the Committee was ready, the Judging Guidelines were submitted to our
Board who voted to accept these rules as the AGS judging standards. There was no doubt that this will be a document
that will change in the future as we have experience using these standards; that's what is the strength of our process.
We'll use these standards, yet learn from them as to how they might become better in the future.
Thanks to everyone in the American Gourd Society for being a part of this process. It is a document we can all be proud
of, because we all worked on it together. AGS is proud of the "can do" attitude of the Committee as they debated the
details, because everyone had a common goal and worked to get there. AGS hopes many people aspire to become AGS
Certified Judges; you'll find a friendly, understandable, and society-wide standard that will add to the quality of our
competitions.
With the passing of years, there have been many new techniques added to the gourding world and in 2017, an AGS
committee was brought together and they compiled the materials into this one source document for ease of use.
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